Background {#Sec1}
==========

In radiation oncology, stereotactic body radiation therapy (SBRT) for lung lesions is an external beam radiation therapy technique that utilizes precise targeting and dose delivery of radiation with acceptable toxicity \[[@CR1]\]. The ablative target doses delivered with SBRT are modeled after intracranial stereotactic radiosurgery (SRS). Unlike conventionally fractionated radiation therapy, which achieves the therapeutic window through the relative radiosensitivity of tumor tissue compared to normal tissue, the stereotactic approach achieves the therapeutic window with geometric accuracy and a highly conformal dose distribution. \[[@CR2]--[@CR4]\]

Lung SBRT is particularly challenging due to physiological organ and target motion (respiration). The necessary geometric accuracy has been achieved by utilizing advances in patient immobilization, tumor motion assessment, and near real time imaging studies at the time of treatment \[[@CR5]--[@CR7]\]. The high dose per fraction makes steep dose gradients desirable. A good plan quality is characterized with highly conformal dose distribution and steep dose gradients nearly isotropically around the target. Previously, volumetric modulated arc therapy (VMAT) has been shown to offer improved target conformality with shorter treatment times for lung SBRT with both coplanar and non-coplanar delivery over conventional 3D conformal treatments \[[@CR8]--[@CR10]\]. An optimal lung SBRT plan achieves target dose conformality while avoiding excessive high dose and intermediate dose spillage. For example, the conformality of a plan is characterized with the conformity index (CI), which is a ratio of the prescription isodose volume, PIV, i.e. the volume encompassed by the 100% isodose line (IDL), and the volume of the planning target volume (PTV) \[[@CR11]\]. Lung SBRT clinical trials aim for a CI less than 1.2 and utilize a number of other dose metrics \[[@CR12], [@CR13]\]. Gradient index (GI) is a tool to evaluate intermediate dose fall off, and is the ratio of the volume of half the prescription isodose and the PIV \[[@CR14]\]. The clinically achievable GI is dependent on the size of the PTV \[[@CR13]\]. R50% is a similar quantity presented in the RTOG 0813 and 0915 lung SBRT protocols \[[@CR12], [@CR13]\], and it is defined as the ratio of the volume of the 50% isodose volume and the PTV volume.

The Eclipse (Varian, Palo Alto, CA) treatment planning system reports gradient measure (GM), which is defined as the difference, in centimeters, of the equivalent sphere radii of the 50 and 100% prescription IDL volumes \[[@CR15]\]. Similar to the GI and R50%, this metric has value in assessing the high dose fall off; but unlike GI or R50%, the dependence of clinically achievable GM on PTV size for lung SBRT has not yet been established. The aim of this work is to characterize the clinically achievable GM dependence on PTV size across multiple radiation oncology clinics for the purpose of dosimetric quality control.

Methods {#Sec2}
=======

Clinically approved treatment plans were retrospectively reviewed and selected for this study. All plans utilized a coplanar volumetric modulated arc therapy (VMAT) technique with one isocenter per target receiving SBRT treatment in one to five fractions. Treatments were collected across four centers within our institution and planned in accordance with the guidelines of RTOG 0813 or 0915 depending on its location -- central or peripheral (\> 2 cm from the proximal bronchial tree). The treatments were planned with Varian Eclipse versions 11 and 13.6, using the Analytical Anisotropic Algorithm (AAA) (versions 11 or 13.6) for dose calculation with a grid size of 0.25 cm. All plans were treated on either a Varian TrueBeam or C-Series linear accelerator with a Millennium 120 multileaf collimator (MLC). All plans used 6 MV energy, but some used the higher dose rate 6X-SRS mode, and one of the machines used the flattening filter free 6X energy (6X-FFF).

The Varian Eclipse Scripting application programming interface (API) was used to extract treatment and planning quality metrics from each selected case. Specifically, treatment date, center, disease site and location (central and peripheral), prescribed dose, number of fractions, number of fields, monitor units (MU), PTV size (cm^3^), effective diameter, gradient measure, gradient index, R50%, conformity index, mean dose, max dose, minimum PTV dose, and percent of the PTV receiving 100% of the prescription dose (V100) were extracted or calculated. We then analyzed the relationships between these parameters.

The relationship between R50% and PTV size was observed and compared against the RTOG 0915 and 0813 constraints noting minor and major deviations. Next, the relationship between GM and PTV size was investigated. Least squares regression was used to determine the coefficients for a linear, exponential, logarithmic, and power functional form of the dependence of GM on PTV size. Linear and exponential functional forms had low R^2^ values (0.762 and 0.696), while a logarithmic functional form had a better R^2^ value (0.823), but residuals that did not appear to be randomly distributed. To achieve the greatest R^2^ value (0.842) and random residuals distribution, a power functional form was selected and is presented in Eq. [1](#Equ1){ref-type=""}, where GM is the gradient measure in cm, V is the PTV volume in cm^3^, and A and B are the unknown coefficients. $$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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Quantiles regression, which is a more robust method than least squares regression when there are outliers in the data, was also used to determine coefficients for Eq. [1](#Equ1){ref-type=""} for the 10, 25, 50, 75, and 90% quantiles. All regression analyses were performed using R version 3.5.1 \[[@CR16]\].

Results {#Sec3}
=======

From January 2016 through March 2018, 374 lung SBRT plans were identified -- 317 peripheral (85%) and 57 central (15%). Central was defined as being within a 2 cm radius of the airway or mediastinal pleura. PTV volumes ranged from 2.05 to 310.45 cc. A frequency distribution of the PTV volumes is shown in Fig. [1](#Fig1){ref-type="fig"}. Averages of the data binned using PTV volume bins from RTOG 0915 are presented in Table [1](#Tab1){ref-type="table"}. Fig. 1Distribution of the size of all PTVs in this study. PTV volume is presented using the RTOG 0915 volume bins. Data are separated between centrally located (within 2 cm of airways or mediastinal pleura) and peripheral Table 1Statistics for all lung SBRT plans included in this study. n is the number of plans in the volume bin. Conformity index is the quotient of the volume receiving the prescribed dose and the PTV volume. Prescription (Rx) Dose is the prescribed dose normalized such that V~100~ ≥ 95%. IMRT factor is the quotient of total monitor units and fractional dose in cGyVolume bin (cm^3^)nPTV Volume (cm^3^)Gradient Measure (cm)R50%Conformity IndexRx Dose (cGy)FractionsIMRT factor1.8--3.873.050.848.591.0938713.63.73.8--7.4465.720.865.991.0946263.53.27.4--13.2879.930.945.141.0547264.03.113.2--228117.551.064.731.0348084.43.022--344826.531.144.301.0148844.32.834--504941.111.284.071.0048144.52.950--702958.351.333.751.0048554.72.870--95981.931.453.620.9942504.43.295--1268108.081.653.720.9845625.02.6126--1637143.051.884.070.9946864.92.5\>  1633235.672.123.611.0142674.73.0

Of the 317 peripheral lung SBRT plans, 142 exhibited no deviation, 135 exhibited a minor deviation, and 40 exhibited a major deviation according to the RTOG 0915 dosimetric conformality and dose falloff constraints. Plan performance relative to RTOG 0915 dosimetric conformality and dose falloff constraints is presented in Fig. [2](#Fig2){ref-type="fig"} for each PTV volume bin. Fig. 2Plan performance of all PTVs relative to RTOG 0915 dosimetric conformality and dose falloff constraints for peripheral lesions

There were 277 protocol-acceptable peripheral lung SBRT plans. A plot of R50% versus PTV volume (cm^3^) is presented in Fig. [3](#Fig3){ref-type="fig"}. Included with that figure is a power function fit using least squares regression and a plot of its residuals. The functional form of the relationship between PTV volume, V (cm^3^) and R50% for peripheral lesions is $$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$ \mathrm{R}50\%=7.05{\mathrm{V}}^{-0.153} $$\end{document}$$with a standard error of 0.021 and 0.007 for the A and B parameters and a coefficient of determination, R \[[@CR2]\], of 0.63. The residuals plot appears random up to a PTV volume of approximately 85 cm^3^ (Additional files [1](#MOESM1){ref-type="media"} and [2](#MOESM2){ref-type="media"}). Above 85 cm^3^, Eq. [2](#Equ2){ref-type=""} consistently predicted a smaller R50% than what was calculated in the clinically approved, protocol-acceptable plans. Fig. 3R50% versus the PTV volume for peripheral lesions, excluding RTOG 0915 major deviations. A least squares fit of a power function is presented along with its functional form and R \[[@CR2]\]. Residuals of the predicted R50% minus the actual R50% are presented on the right

A plot of gradient measure versus PTV volume for peripheral lesions is presented in Fig. [4](#Fig4){ref-type="fig"} with a power function fit using least squares regression. The functional form of that relationship is $$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$ \mathrm{GM}=0.564{\mathrm{V}}^{0.215} $$\end{document}$$with a standard error of 0.017 and 0.006 for the A and B parameters and an R^2^ value of 0.850. A plot of the residuals is also included in Fig. [3](#Fig3){ref-type="fig"}, and as was the case with R50%, Eq. [3](#Equ3){ref-type=""} predicted a smaller gradient measure than what was achieved clinically. The improved coefficient of determination in Eq. [3](#Equ3){ref-type=""} signifies that it can explain a greater percent of the random variation of Gradient Measure than Eq. [2](#Equ2){ref-type=""} can explain of R50%. A notable limitation of Eqs. [2](#Equ2){ref-type=""} and [3](#Equ3){ref-type=""} is their predictability for PTV volumes of approximately 85 cm^3^ and greater. Additional plots of the gradient measure versus PTV volume for all peripheral lesion plans including major deviations (n = 317) and all central lesion plans including major deviations (n = 57) are included in additional files. Fig. 4Gradient measure versus PTV volume for peripheral lesions, excluding RTOG 0915 major deviations. A least squares fit of a power function is presented along with its functional form and R \[[@CR2]\]. Residuals of the predicted gradient measure minus the actual gradient measure are presented on the right

Quantiles regression \[[@CR17]\] was performed for the 90th, 75th, 50th, 25th, and 10th percentiles on the relationship between GM and PTV volume for peripheral lesions (Fig. [5](#Fig5){ref-type="fig"}). In this case, 90th percentile means that 90% of the plans had a Gradient Measure equal to or lower than that value, so the lower the percentile the steeper the high dose falloff. The coefficients for each of the percentile curves is presented in Table [2](#Tab2){ref-type="table"}. Fig. 5Gradient measure versus PTV volume along with quantiles regression curves for the 90th, 75th, 50th, 25th, and 10th quantiles, for peripheral lesions, excluding RTOG 0915 major deviations Table 2Coefficients for the 10th, 25th, 50th, 75th, and 90th percentile curves with the functional form of Eq. [1](#Equ1){ref-type=""} for peripheral lesions, excluding RTOG 0915 major deviations. The standard error for each coefficient is included in parenthesesPercentile (%)AB900.507 (0.059)0.216 (0.022)750.547 (0.026)0.210 (0.009)500.562 (0.017)0.218 (0.006)250.583 (0.021)0.222 (0.007)100.602 (0.020)0.225 (0.007)

Discussion {#Sec4}
==========

A predictable relationship exists between PTV volume and gradient measure or R50% for protocol-acceptable, peripheral lung SBRT plans at our institution. Its functional form is presented in Eqs. [2](#Equ2){ref-type=""} and [3](#Equ3){ref-type=""}. A limitation of these equations is their tendency to under-predict the gradient measure and R50% for large PTV volumes (⪆ 85 cm^3^). Eight of the 277 peripheral lung SBRT plans had a PTV volume greater than 85 cm^3^. A separate function could be fit to the larger PTV data, but more treatment plans are required in this volume range.

Narayanasamy et al. \[[@CR18]\] have studied the relationship between R50% and PTV volume for a sample size of 105 lung SBRT plans. In their paper, the relationship between R50% and PTV volume was found to be $$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$ \mathrm{R}50\%=7.2{\mathrm{V}}^{-0.13} $$\end{document}$$with an R^2^ of 0.58. This formula predicts a similar, but larger R50% (less steep dose dropoff) than the one presented in this work (Eq. [2](#Equ2){ref-type=""}), which is likely due to the plans being from another institution with different planning policies and procedures. Their planning techniques were a mix of 3DCRT, sliding window IMRT, and RapidArc, while this work only considered RapidArc plans.

The functional form of the GM and PTV size relationship offers lung SBRT treatment planners a tool to evaluate the GM of their plan beyond a simple "no deviation, minor deviation, or major deviation" described in clinical trials. Additionally, the quantiles regression allow planners to estimate the percentile of a plan's GM, so they may develop an understanding of the greatest plan outliers and the potential GM increase from replanning a treatment.

Additionally, the results presented in this work can be used prospectively during treatment planning to inform the creation of a planning psudo-structure to reduce GM. Since the CI is near unity for most RapidArc plans at our institution, the average distance from the edge of the PTV to the 50% isodose line is approximately the Gradient Measure. This relationship can be used to create control structures for the purpose of minimizing R50%. Future work will explore a proposed workflow would be as follows: 1. Planner calculates the 25th or 10th percentile gradient measure given the PTV volume; 2. Planner creates a bespoke control ring (Fig. [6](#Fig6){ref-type="fig"}) with an inner dimension 1 GM from the PTV (the thickness of this ring is set such that the ring is continuous -- 3 mm for a high resolution structure in Eclipse); 3. For optimization purposes, the control ring has an upper constraint of 0% receiving 50% of the prescription dose with a priority equal to the lower constraint for PTV coverage; 4. After calculation, the planner and physicist benchmark the plan against the gradient measure from Eq. [3](#Equ3){ref-type=""}. As part of plan QC, the percentile curves presented in Table [2](#Tab2){ref-type="table"} may be used to determine how the plan performed relative to the plans in this dataset. Since the planner is aiming for a lower gradient measure and R50%, the lower the percentile the steeper the dose falloff. Naturally, the plan should be compared against any institutional normal tissue constraints and the RTOG 0915 dosimetric conformality and dose falloff constraints. Fig. 6An example of how to use PTV volume to guide optimization. In this case, the PTV volume is measured, and the predicted gradient measure is determined for that volume. A ring structure is created with an inner radius that is 1 GM from the PTV and an outer radius that is 3 mm larger (3 mm thick rind). This ring is used to control the 50% IDL

As shown in the residuals plot, there is variability that is likely from a source other than PTV volume, such as PTV shape, risk structure location, and user variability. More advanced algorithms such as knowledge based planning (KBP) \[[@CR19]\] may prove to have a better predictability than the rudimentary method proposed in the previous paragraph since it considers the geometric relationship between the target and nearby organs at risk. However, advanced algorithms such as KBP are not yet widely available or implemented into routine use in the clinic, so this simpler approach should prove helpful for treatment planning and quality control in those settings.

Conclusion {#Sec5}
==========

PTV size can be used to predict the gradient measure for PTVs less than approximately 85 cm^3^. This relationship is useful for RapidArc peripheral lung SBRT treatment planning and quality control purposes when more advanced algorithms such as KBP aren't available.

Additional files
================

 {#Sec11}

Additional file 1:**Figure S1.** Gradient measure versus PTV volume for all peripheral lesion plans (*n* = 317) including major deviations. A least squares fit of a power function is presented along with its functional form and R \[[@CR2]\]. (TIF 1714 kb) Additional file 2:**Figure S2**. Gradient measure versus PTV volume for all central lesion plans (*n* = 57) including major deviations. A least squares fit of a power function is presented along with its functional form and R \[[@CR2]\]. (TIF 1586 kb)
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